noraplan® valua
Inspired by nature.
Perfected for your environment.

Imagine a floor covering that brings the beauty and comfort of
the natural world indoors. A room that exudes the intuitive
warmth, light and calm so hard to find in today’s busy world.
Envision a perfect moment tailored just to you. Perhaps it’s a
glimpse of blue sky out of your window. Or the glow of your living
room, illuminated by morning light. Maybe it’s the hush of the
ocean nearby. Imagine a flooring that makes you feel at home.
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Now stop imagining – and start creating. noraplan
valua is inspired by nature and perfected for every
environment. It offers the fantastic benefits of rubber
as a raw material flow indoors with a palette of colours
provided by natural surroundings. Let the textures and
hues found in nature combine to create an inviting,
authentic atmosphere. Let noraplan valua invite you into
a new way of looking at every indoor environment. Stay
as long as you’d like.

noraplan valua offers more than just another design
option for floorings. It is a natural and intuitive product
driven by customer feedback to meet the needs of the
people who use it every day. It’s made for living and
working in different facilities and surroundings. It is
made to promote health and well-being in any setting.
We didn’t make noraplan valua for buildings. We
made it for people. With noraplan valua, instinctual
and intuitive design combine for a flooring inspired by
nature, but perfected for the needs of every unique
environment.
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Inspired by nature
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Perfected
for healing

Perfected
for learning

What if your hospital felt less like a clinic, and more
like home? The best healing environment goes beyond
doctors and medical devices. It encompasses the
emotional needs of patients, staff and visitors. Let the
healing power of nature transform your hospital with
noraplan valua. Soft and warm to the touch, noraplan
valua supports hospitable, healing design that lessens
noise levels and increases ergonomic comfort. The
floorings are free of PVC, other halogenated polymers
and phthalate plasticizers.

Picture your ideal classroom. Quieter to allow for
better student concentration. More comfortable for
teachers who spend all day on their feet. Slip-resistant,
too, for those energetic students. Or more colourful
and vibrant to enliven your learning environment.
Whatever your vision, it’s possible with noraplan valua.
Enjoy the versatility you need to keep up with today’s
changing – and challenging – educational demands.
Create a healthier, happier space for learning. No
lesson required.
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Perfected
for impressing

Perfected
for travelling

Can floorings enhance your operational and
design requirements? Now, it can. Improve public
areas or retail environments with the inviting and
versatile possibilities of noraplan valua. A range of
design options helps turn your space into a bold
representation of your business or organisation. Turn
open places like airports, museums, office buildings
and malls into natural, flowing environments that
leave a long-lasting impression. So your space looks
inspired, no matter what the day holds.

What if you could transport passengers somewhere
beyond their physical destination? Create an
atmosphere with noraplan valua that says “you’ve
arrived” before travellers reach their journey’s end.
Ideal for busses, rail cars and marine applications,
noraplan valua offers a soft, quiet surface to those in
transit. Slip-resistant properties provide confidence
with every step to maximise public safety. Ease of
maintenance makes cleaning fast, simple and safe
in an environment that is always on the move. Plus, a
wide scope of colour options brings the outdoors in.
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Colour palette
Enliven any environment with a range of 24 nature-inspired hues. Rubber floor
covering noraplan valua offers a refreshing new way of looking at every indoor space.
The design is lively and flowing, highlighted by a linear surface structure.
noraplan valua
~2.0 mm

~3.0 mm

24
Art. 174A
~ 1.22 m x 15.0 m
nora® profile connection dimension: A + U
Slip resistant R9
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24
Art. 175A
~ 1.22 m x 12.0 m
nora profile connection dimension: D + U
Slip resistant R9
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Also available as noraplan valua nTx
Additional information on nora® nTx can be found at ntx.nora.com. Special colours are available on request.
We also offer planks or tiles under our program “nora 4you”, please contact us for details.

Kinderhaus WaldSchatz Kita, Waldbronn, Germany
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information. The product illustrations in this document may differ from the original.
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Contact details, local offices, authorized distributors and further information can be
found at www.nora.com.

